REVIEWING APPRAISALS

FOR NON-APPRAISERS

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


The Ecological Gift Program’s Appraisal Review Panel
reviews each appraisal and makes a recommendation to
the Minister regarding the fair market value of the gift.



During the review, the Appraisal Review Panel considers
whether the analysis, opinions and conclusions in the
appraisal under review are appropriate and reasonable
and support the fair market value set out in the appraisal.



So, how do you ensure that an appraisal is appropriate
and reasonable?

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Before we discuss reviewing appraisal reports, let’s review
the process of engaging an appraiser in the first place.



If you do not do so now, protect your land trust and use
the ECCC publication entitled “Engaging an Appraiser to
Appraise an Ecological Gift” as your guide.



Available at www.ec.gc.ca/pde-egp

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


When selecting an appraiser, carefully consider the
following:


Whether the professional qualifications meet the
requirements of the Ecological Gifts Program;



The availability of the appraiser to complete the assignment
within the time required by the donor and/or recipient;



The appraiser’s experience and knowledge about the local
real estate market and, in particular, experience in valuing
similar types of property;



Has the appraiser completed a narrative appraisal before?

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


When selecting an appraiser, carefully consider the
following (continued):


Has the appraiser read the EGP’s Guidelines for Appraisals;
are they willing to follow them while preparing their report?



Does the appraiser have any experience in dealing with the
Ecological Gifts Program and the Appraisal Review Panel?



Is the appraiser aware that there may be follow-up requests
for clarification and/or additional information?

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Donors and/or recipients should satisfy themselves that
the appraiser understands the purpose of the appraisal (to
estimate Fair Market Value) and that it will be used to
support the value of a gift that has been made or will be
made under the provisions of the Income Tax Act.



The appraiser should be informed that the appraisal will
be made available to the donor, the recipient and ECCC
for review by the ARP.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


First step: clearly identify the type of property to be valued


One or more parcels of real property held in fee simple by the
donor;



A portion of a parcel of real property that is to subdivided from
a “parent property” prior to making the gift;



A remainder interest in real property after a life estate is
granted to another party or retained by the donor.



A conservation easement covering all or part of a property;

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


After you are satisfied that the appraiser has the
qualifications, the competence and the time to complete
the assignment, the next step is to provide a letter of
engagement to the appraiser.



The ECCC publication entitled “Engaging an Appraiser to
Appraise an Ecological Gift” contains a sample letter for
both fee simple and conservation easement gifts.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Some essential elements of the letter of engagement:


State that the purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the
fair market value of the (proposed) gift
 Based

on the highest and best use of the property

 Open

and unrestricted market - not value to
donor/recipient

 Willing

buyer and willing seller who are both
knowledgeable, informed, and prudent, and who are
acting independently of each other – no duress or
compulsion

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Some essential elements of the letter of engagement:


Explain that the subject property is a gift under ECCC’s
Ecological Gifts Program;



Clarify that the tax benefits associated with the Ecological
Gifts Program are established under the Income Tax Act and
any appraisals submitted to the EGP are reviewed as such.



Explain that the Ecological Gifts Program has specific
appraisal requirements, which are set out in the Guidelines
for Appraisals - available at www.ec.gc.ca/pde-egp

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Essential elements of the letter of engagement (continued):


List of information you will provide;



Clarify that the appraisal will be reviewed by the Appraisal
Review Panel (ARP) as part of the Appraisal Review and
Determination Process;



Explain that the ARP may contact the appraiser to ask
questions, or the seek clarification in regard to the report;



If the donor consents to the ARP contacting the appraiser (on
the application), explain that the ARP may contact the
appraiser to seek minor clarifications on the report and that if
there are other appraisal questions they will come in the form
of a memo that will be sent from the EGP.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Essential elements of the letter of engagement (continued):


Confirm fee – including time to answer questions;



Verify delivery date for the draft and/or final report.



State how many copies of the report you need, paper & PDF.
PDF submissions are preferred by the EGP; however paper
copies are still accepted.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Provide as much information about the property to the
appraiser as you can put together; the more complete the
information, the more efficient and economical the
appraisal process will be.


Full name and address of each registered owner, with
current contact information;



Civic description/address of subject property;



Directions for locating the property;



Legal description of the property and PIN(s);



Copy of title documents and all registered charges on title

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


If you are dealing with the proposed gift of a portion of fee
simple land that has not yet been subdivided from the “parent
property”, explain to the appraiser that it may be necessary to
comment on any changes in the size/configuration of the
proposed gift once the subdivision plan is complete.



In the case of a conservation easement agreement (CEA), if you
are still negotiating the terms of the CEA and the appraiser has
used a draft CEA as the basis of the appraisal, explain to the
appraiser that it will be necessary to comment on any changes
to the final CEA that impact value.



The EGP will review the CEA to ensure that is the same as the
one reviewed by the ARP, and further review is required if
changes potentially impact value. It is the most cost and time
effective for you and the donor to provide the appraiser with
the closest to final CEA as possible.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Information for the appraiser (continued):


Size of the property – must be consistent;



Brief physical description showing all improvements;



A map, a plan of the property, photos (including aerials)
showing several aspects of the property;



Any drawings that illustrate important features;



A summary of the baseline report for the property;



A copy of the final version of the conservation easement
agreement, or a copy of the most recent draft

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


To recap, before you engage the appraiser, you have:


Considered the appraiser’s qualifications, experience
and availability;



Identified the type of property to be appraised (e.g.
fee simple, conservation easement, residual interest);



Provided the appraiser with a letter of engagement,
explaining to the appraiser that the purpose of the
appraisal is to estimate the fair market value of the
property and that the appraisal must be prepared in
accordance with the Guidelines for Appraisals.

ENGAGING AN APPRAISER


Again, in the context of the Income Tax Act the term fair
market value implies that the value is:


Based on the highest and best use of the property



Open and unrestricted market - not value to
donor/recipient



Willing buyer and willing seller who are both
knowledgeable, informed, and prudent, and who are
acting independently of each other – no duress or
compulsion

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


The Appraisal Review Panel's (ARP) function in the review process is to
assess appraisal reports on the merits of completeness of the data, and
reasonableness of the analysis and conclusions drawn. Appraisers are
required to follow their appropriate professional standards (e.g. the
Canadian Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice) in the
preparation of appraisal reports for the Ecological Gifts Program (EGP).
In addition, appraisals prepared for the EGP must meet the general
requirements for valuation as contained in Environment Canada’s
Guidelines for Appraisals, August 2005.



ARP reviewers are not required or requested to revalue the property, but
to simply assess the appraisal based on completeness and
reasonableness.



For a copy of CUSPAP: https://www.aicanada.ca/about-our-profession/cuspap/

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Some of the common issues that the ARP encounters in the
review of appraisals submitted to the Ecological Gifts Program:


Misinterpretation of fair market value; although the term is
well defined and accepted to mean the highest price that a
property will bring in an open market, we see situations
where the appraiser, sometimes with the encouragement of
the donor and/or recipient, take the position that due to its
unique ecological features the property possesses a ‘special
value’ over and above its market value.



Such a position is invalid, unless it is supported by market
data – does the open market recognize (in economic terms)
the benefits of the unique ecological features.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


One of the assumed conditions of fair market value (FMV) is
that the hypothetical vendor and purchaser are participating in
an open and unrestricted market. However, sometimes
appraisers take the position that the value of the proposed gift
should be based on the value to the vendor (donor), or the
value to the purchaser (recipient).



CRA has been quite clear in its rulings that FMV is based on an
assumed open and unrestricted market, where a range of
options are available to prospective purchasers and, “… the
price is hammered out between willing and informed buyers
and sellers on the anvil of supply and demand.²”
²Cattanach J. in Henderson Estate and Bank of New York v. M.N.R., 73 D.T.C. 5471

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Remember that the definition of fair market value contains the
words, “…willing buyer and willing seller who are both
knowledgeable, informed, and prudent, and who are acting
independently of each other.”



The assumption is that the parties are not acting under duress they are not compelled to sell (donate), or buy (receive/acquire
in a ‘split-receipt’ scenario) the property that is the proposed
gift. Again, the premise of FMV is an open and unrestricted
market – it is not analogous to expropriation.



According to the Oxford Dictionary, “expropriation” is defined as:
The action by the state or an authority of taking property from its
owner for public use or benefit.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


What is another common area of concern the ARP encounters?



The use of unsupported assumptions – As stated in the
Guidelines for Appraisals, no unsupported assumptions will be
permitted in the preparation of appraisals, including unsupported
assumptions that have an impact on highest and best use.
For example, a wetland can be valued as a residential
development site, if that is the highest and best use, but such a
use cannot simply be assumed to be the highest and best use for
the purpose of ‘practical valuation’.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Highest and Best Use (HABU)
Legally permissible - does the current zoning (or other land use
restrictions) allow such a use at present. If not, the appraiser must
provide proof that any required change in zoning would not just be
possible, but “reasonably probable”. This proof should be in the form
of documentation from the proper authorities and examples of where
similar development has occurred.
Given the importance of such an extraordinary assumption, it may be
prudent for the appraiser to consult with a professional planner before
heading in this direction.
Providing support for such an extraordinary assumption is a
requirement of CUSPAP, the AIC’s professional standards.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Legally permissible (continued)
In addition to zoning, the property may be subject to other land use
restrictions that could impact an assumed HABU. These other land use
restrictions could include a recognized floodplain designation, a water
recharge or wellfield designation, archaeological site recognition, etc.
If the appraiser is going to base their HABU conclusion on an
extraordinary assumption that such a land use restriction would not
hinder the contemplated use, the appraiser must provide proof that
approval to develop would not just be possible, but “reasonably
probable”. This proof should be in the form of documentation from
the proper authorities and examples of where similar development has
occurred.
Again, providing support for such an extraordinary assumption is a
requirement of CUSPAP, the AIC’s professional standards.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS
 The use of hypothetical conditions, except when they are necessary
for a reasonable analysis of the property. For example, an appraiser
may include a hypothetical condition in an appraisal of an ecological
gift where it is necessary to value a proposed ecological gift comprised
of a new lot that is not yet subdivided from a parent parcel or a CEA
that is not yet registered – a proposed severance is acceptable.
Note, in the event that the final plan of severance, or the final CEA,
varies from the basis of the appraisal, it will be necessary for the
appraiser to provide advice as to the impact this variance has on value.
 The inclusion of unsubstantiated opinions and unsupported
conclusions. This is not just a breach of the Guidelines for Appraisals,
it contravenes the Canadian Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Support for Conclusions
The appraisal must be straightforward and logical, so that the
reasoning supporting the appraiser’s analysis and conclusions is
clear. Unsubstantiated opinions and unsupported conclusions
are not acceptable.
Remember that the reader does not necessarily know the
property or the market as well as you do; don’t make the
reader guess - tell the story and explain how you got from A to
B to C, etc. – connect the dots…
Again, unsubstantiated opinions and unsupported conclusions
are not acceptable. Such practice will likely lead to delays in
the process and may result in the rejection of the appraisal.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Appraisal Checklist:



Letter of transmittal with the appraiser’s designation, conclusions, etc.;



Purpose of report is to establish (or estimate) the fair market value of the
donation for the issuance of a tax receipt under the Income Tax Act;



Definition of market value, together with source of the definition;



Name and address of present owners;



Legal description;



Declaration of interest being appraised (fee simple, residual fee simple,
easement, covenant, servitude, etc.);



If the interest being appraised is an easement, covenant or servitude, a copy
of the agreement must be provided;



No unsupported assumptions are permitted in the preparation of appraisals;

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Appraisal Checklist (continued):



Hypothetical conditions are not permitted in appraisals done for the
Ecological Gifts Program except where necessary for a reasonable analysis of
the property;



Any conclusions regarding highest and best use must be well supported;



Valuation approach(s) must be properly explained and supported;



Must include a signed Certification similar in content to the examples
included in the Guidelines. The Certification must contain the following two
statements:


I acknowledge that Environment Canada can rely on the opinion, (regardless of who
commissioned the report), and that the purpose of the report is to establish the
fair market value of the donation for the issuance of a tax receipt under the
Income Tax Act;



I acknowledge that Environment Canada can make additional copies of this report
for review purposes;

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


Appraisal Checklist (continued):



Information regarding the appraiser’s market knowledge, experience and
competence should be provided. The report should also contain a statement
as to whether or not the appraiser has completed the Ecological Gifts
Program’s Appraiser Training Workshop.



Addenda with:


Copy of legible title abstract (or other authoritative document);



Copy of easement, covenant or servitude (if applicable) in final or draft;



Any additional information deemed necessary to assist in resolution of the
appraisal problem (e.g. photographs, maps, etc.);



Summary of appraiser’s qualifications and experience.

REVIEWING APPRAISALS
 Timing of appraisals and the update process. In accordance
with the Guidelines for Appraisals, the effective date of an
appraisal must be no earlier than six months before the date
that the donor submits the Application for Appraisal Review
and Determination. If the effective date of the appraisal is
more than six months before the application is submitted, the
appraiser who completed the original appraisal must verify in
writing that there has been:
•
•

no material change in the use of the property, and
no material change to the market in the area of the subject
property

REVIEWING APPRAISALS


In the letter, explain to the reader:
 The steps you took to verify that there have been no material
changes in the use/condition of the property. Did you revisit
the property? If not, did you interview the donor and/or the
recipient in regard to its physical condition? Were there any
changes to land use restrictions in the interim?
 The steps you took to verify that there were no material
changes to the market in the area of the subject property. Did
you investigate whether there any new transactions? If so,
how did you analyse the data to determine your conclusion?
 Why is it important to verify that there have been no material
changes in the use/condition of the property?

Questions ???

